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Abstract—Performance modelling unstructured mesh codes
is a challenging process, due to the difficulty of capturing their
memory access patterns, and their communication patterns at
varying scale. In this paper we first develop extensions to an
existing runtime performance model, aimed at overcoming the
former, which we validate on up to 1,024 cores of a Haswell-
based cluster, using both a geometric partitioning algorithm
and ParMETIS to partition the input deck, with a maximum
absolute runtime error of 12.63% and 11.55% respectively. To
overcome the latter, we develop an application representative of
the mesh partitioning process internal to an unstructured mesh
code. This application is able to generate partitioning data that
is usable with the performance model to produce predicted
application runtimes within 7.31% of those produced using
empirically collected data. We then demonstrate the use of the
performance model by undertaking a predictive comparison
among several partitioning algorithms on up to 30,000 cores.
Additionally, we correctly predict the ineffectiveness of the
geometric partitioning algorithm at 512 and 1024 cores.
Keywords-scientific computing; performance analysis; high
performance computing; modelling; fluid dynamics
I. INTRODUCTION
Supporting high-performance computing (HPC) resources
and applications is an expensive and complicated process.
The rise of petascale computing, and the push towards
exascale computing, has seen an increase not only in the
amount of intra-node parallelism, but also in the complexity
of interactions between hardware components. As a result
it is becoming increasingly difficult to relate the levels of
performance achieved by benchmark suites on small scale
evaluation hardware to that of production codes running on a
complete machine. Many HPC centres are therefore turning
to alternative tools and methodologies (e.g. predictive perfor-
mance modelling [1], [2], hardware simulation [3], [4] and
mini-applications [5], [6]) to facilitate system evaluation, to
aid in the comparison of multiple candidate machines, to
investigate optimisation strategies, and to act as a vehicle
for porting codes to novel architectures.
One use of high performance machines is to perform
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. These save
time, money and permit the fast exploration of design
spaces [7] without the cost of producing scale models and
purchasing wind tunnel time [8]. This class of code is
therefore vital to the aerospace industry. One such example
of this is HYDRA, a suite of applications in use by Rolls-
Royce to optimise engine designs (e.g. by reducing the
effects of high cycle fatigue [9]). The aim of our research
is to produce a suite of general tools that will support
Rolls-Royce with moving their applications onto new HPC
systems.
This paper builds upon previous work [10] – the devel-
opment of a performance model capable of predicting the
runtime of HYDRA. We focus on detailing extensions to this
model and the supporting suite of tools. While the existing
performance model was successful at identifying detrimental
communication behaviour, limitations prevented the model
from delivering runtime predictions across the desired range
of input parameters and scale: 1) the performance model
was lacking complete analytical support, which restricted
the set of tasks runtime predictions could be performed
for (e.g. different multigrid cycle types); 2) the dataset
coverage was limited due to the performance model only
being primed from a subset of HYDRA’s loops; and, 3) the
model was reliant on partitioning data, which could only be
collected empirically from HYDRA when running at scale.
Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We construct a general analytical runtime model for
multigrid applications. This model supports multiple
cycle types (e.g. V- and W-Cycles) and a variable
number of Runge-Kutta iterations;
• We identify and incorporate additional details in to the
performance model which are essential for modelling
the runtime of large unstructured mesh codes: buffer
pack/unpack costs, runtime costs from all 300+ loops
in the code base, and performance information for
different memory access patterns;
• We validate these additional details on up to 1,024
cores of a Haswell-based cluster, using both a geometric
partitioning algorithm and ParMETIS to partition the
NASA Rotor37 input deck, with a maximum absolute
error of 12.63% and 11.55% respectively. Additionally
we report the performance model’s accuracy on 1,008
cores of an Ivybridge-based cluster (ARCHER);
• We develop Moses, an application which is represen-
tative of the partitioning process internal to HYDRA.
This application is able to process the output from mul-
tiple partitioning algorithms/libraries (e.g. ParMETIS,
METIS and Scotch) at varying scale (up to 100,000
partitions) into data usable by our runtime performance
model. Runtime predictions made using this data have
an error in runtime of at most 7.31% over 512 pro-
cesses, when compared against predictions made with
empirically collected partitioning data;
• Finally, we demonstrate the use of Moses in conjunc-
tion with the runtime performance model to predictively
compare the relative effect on HYDRA’s runtime of
using Scotch, ParMETIS, METIS and a geometric
partitioning algorithm on up to 30,000 cores. We predict
and validate that the geometric partitioning algorithm
causes reduced performance in HYDRA at 512 and
1024 processes when compared with ParMETIS.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section II we briefly
discuss related work; in Section III we summarise the func-
tionality of HYDRA, OPlus (the proprietary library respon-
sible for abstracting communications) and the partitioning
libraries we use; in Section IV we show how the analytical
model presented previously is generalised; in Section V
we present the improvements to the performance model’s
dataset and cost coverage, and validate these changes; in
Section VI we describe our approach to collecting domain
size information at scale and we provide a demonstration of
how the data from Moses is used to compare partitioning
algorithms on up to 30,000 cores; finally, in Section VII we
summarise the work and discuss potential future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The use of analytical and simulation-based performance
models has previously been demonstrated in a wide range
of scientific and engineering application domains. The con-
struction of such models can augment many aspects of
performance engineering [2], including: comparing the ex-
pected performance of multiple candidate machines during
procurement [11]; improving the scheduling of jobs on a
shared machine, via walltime estimates [12]; identifying
bottlenecks and potential optimisations, and evaluating their
effect upon performance ahead-of-implementation [13]; and
post-installation machine validation [14].
One body of modelling work similar to our own is
described by Gahvari et al. [15]–[17], where an analytical
performance model is developed for algebraic multigrid ap-
plications executing on a range of architectures (including a
Blue Gene/P and a Blue Gene/Q). The focus of these papers
is on understanding the scalability of these applications
and the utility of hybrid OpenMP/MPI programming – in
this work we present a model of a geometric multigrid
application.
Another body of research which is similar to this work,
develops performance models of MPI-based wavefront [1]
and Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) codes [18]. Despite
Term Parameter Definition
Dataset
ncyles Number of V- or W-Cycles.
nlevels Number of levels in the multigrid.
npre Number of pre-smoothing iterations.
npost Number of post-smoothing iterations.
nrk Number of Runge-Kutta iterations.
nstart Number of starting iterations.
ncrs Number of smoothing iterations to perform
at the coarsest level of the multigrid.
Table I: Description of dataset terms.
the similarities between these models and our own, sig-
nificant work would be required to prepare them for use
with geometric multigrid applications. Furthermore, we use
performance models to assess the suitability of different par-
titioning algorithms/libraries at varying scale, rather than to
examine different hardware and software configurations [1]
or to optimising AMR patch distribution [18].
Giles et al. have published several papers on the design
and performance of OPlus and its successor OP2 [19]–
[21]. One of these papers details the construction of an
analytical performance model of a simple airfoil benchmark
(≈2 K lines of code), executing on commodity clusters
containing CPU and GPU hardware [21]. The performance
model achieves high levels of accuracy, but does not support
multigrid execution. In this paper, we construct a perfor-
mance model for a significantly more complex production
application (≈45 K lines of code), and present model val-
idations for datasets with multiple grid levels and augment
the modelling process with data from a mini-application.
We additionally develop an application to be represen-
tative of the partitioning behaviours internal to HYDRA
using the experiences of mini-application developers. Our
approach differs from typical mini-applications which tend
to represent application behaviours when interacting with
hardware (e.g. computation, communication and synchroni-
sation) [22]–[24], rather than purely software behaviours. We
borrow the idea of creating a small but representative appli-
cation, but seek only to recreate the result of computation
to facilitate the collection of data for use with the runtime
performance model.
III. BACKGROUND
A. Multigrid
Multigrid methods are designed to increase the rate of
convergence for iterative solvers, and possess a useful com-
putational property – the amount of computational work
required is linear in the number of unknowns [25]. Multigrid
applications operate on a hierarchy of grid levels; in this
paper, we are concerned with geometric multigrid, wherein
each grid level has its own explicit mesh geometry, and the
coarse levels of the hierarchy are constructed based upon
the geometry of the finest level.
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Figure 1: Trace of solver iteration events (ncycles = 3).
Starting at the finest level, multigrid applications use
an iterative smoothing subroutine to reduce high frequency
errors. Low frequency errors are then transferred to the
next coarsest level (restriction), where they appear as high
frequency errors and can thus be more rapidly smoothed by
the same subroutine. Error corrections from the smoothing
of coarse levels are then transferred back to finer levels (pro-
longation). Before each invocation of a restrict or prolong
a varying number of smooth operations are performed; the
exact number is defined by nstart, npre, npost, ncrs and
additional which are described in Table I. The order in
which prolongations and restrictions are applied is known
as a cycle, of which this paper considers two types: V- and
W-Cycles as these are both available in HYDRA. Figure 1(a)
and Figure 1(b) visualise two V-Cycles and two W-Cycles
respectively, for a grid with four levels.
B. HYDRA
Rolls-Royce use CFD codes to simulate the flow of fluids in
and around some of their commercial products. One of the
main codes employed in such simulations is HYDRA [26],
a suite of nonlinear, linear and adjoint solvers developed
by Rolls-Royce in collaboration with many UK universities.
We refer the reader to previous works for more informa-
tion [27]–[31].
We focus on HYDRA’s nonlinear solver, which we refer
to henceforth as “HYDRA” for brevity. Specifically we
examine HYDRA’s smooth loop; a skeleton of this loop
is provided in Listing 1 along with a description of each
function call. This loop contains the six most expensive
functions in terms of runtime: vflux, iflux, srcsa,
Listing 1: Pseudo-code for HYDRA’s smooth loop.
1 f o r i t e r = 1 to n i t e r do
2 i f i t e r == 1 then
3 c a l l j a c o b // Jacobian preconditioning
4 end i f
5
6 f o r s t e p = 1 to 5 do
7 i f d i s s i p a t i v e f l u x u p d a t e then
8 c a l l g ra d // compute gradient
9 c a l l v f l u x // accumulate viscous fluxes
10 c a l l w f f l u x // modify viscous wall fluxes
11 c a l l wvflux
12 end i f
13
14 c a l l i f l u x // accumulate inviscid fluxes
15 c a l l s r c s a // Spalart-Allmaras source term
16 c a l l u p d a t e // update flow solution
17 end f o r
18 end f o r
Listing 2: A typical OPlus parallel loop.
1 do whi l e ( p a r a l l e l l o o p ( edges , i s t a r t ,
2 i f i n i s h ) )
3 c a l l a c c e s s ( ‘ read ’ , ewt , 3 ,
4 edges , 0 , 0 , . . . )
5 c a l l a c c e s s ( ‘ read ’ , x , 3 ,
6 nodes , ne , 2 , . . . )
7 . . .
8
9 c a l l a c c e s s ( ‘ upda te ’ , v r e s , 6 ,
10 nodes , ne , 2 , . . . )
11 do i e = i s t a r t , i f i n i s h
12 i 1 = ne ( 1 , i e )
13 i 2 = ne ( 2 , i e )
14 c a l l compute ( ewt ( 1 , i e ) ,
15 x ( 1 , i 1 ) , x ( 1 , i 2 ) ,
16 v r e s ( 1 , i 1 ) , v r e s ( 1 , i 2 ) )
17 enddo
18 enddo
update, grad and jacob, along with wfflux and
wvflux; all of which are invoked approximately 1–5 times
per iteration. The smooth loop does not include the main
input/output (I/O) or setup routines.
C. OPlus
OPlus [19] was designed to allow a single source code to
be recompiled for serial or parallel execution, acting as a
middleware that completely hides other library calls and the
low-level implementation of a code’s parallel behaviour from
the programmer. Subroutines in the user source code (in this
case, HYDRA) are defined as operations over user-defined
data sets (e.g. nodes, edges, faces) and the OPlus library
schedules the computation accordingly. When running seri-
ally, OPlus uses a standard loop to execute the subroutine for
each set element; when running in parallel, the set elements
(and their computation) are partitioned over multiple nodes.
OPlus is also responsible for handling the halo exchanges
at the boundaries between processor domains, for which
it uses MPI. Due to these responsibilities, parts of OPlus
(e.g. buffer pack/unpack routines) must be captured in the
performance model. We note that as OPlus handles all inter-
node communication, there are no calls to MPI or any other
communication library within the HYDRA source code.
In order to schedule a loop for parallel execution, OPlus
requires that the programmer declare how each data array
will be accessed, via calls to access as demonstrated
in Listing 2. Firstly, they must declare an access type for
each array – read, write, or read/write (“update”). OPlus
then attaches a “dirty bit” to each array, based upon these
access modifiers; if an array is declared as being “write”
or “update”, then execution of the loop will invalidate any
copy of the data held on neighbouring processes. Secondly,
the programmer must specify whether the array is to be
accessed directly (i.e. the array index is the loop counter)
or indirectly (i.e. the array index is the result of a look-up,
based on the loop counter); such information allows OPlus to
reason about whether a given loop requires data only from
local set elements, or is likely to access data residing on
another processor.
When combined with the set partitioning, these access
descriptors permit OPlus to determine which iterations of
the inner loop:
1) Can be executed prior to communication;
2) Require communication with neighbouring processors
to ensure correctness; and
3) Should be executed redundantly on multiple proces-
sors to avoid additional communication steps.
The set elements corresponding to such iterations are re-
ferred to henceforth as independent, dependent and execute
set elements respectively.
The do while loop surrounding the computation en-
ables OPlus to iterate over the three distinct regions of
elements in a way that is transparent to the programmer. The
parallel_loop call returns true for a certain number of
calls (thus continuing the while loop) and sets the values
of istart and ifinish to different values each time
(thereby controlling the set elements executed by a given
iteration).
D. Experimental Setup
For the model validations in Sections V and VI we use the
Rotor37 dataset [32] (a mesh of ≈8 million nodes and ≈24.8
million edges representing an axial compressor rotor) as
the input deck. We collect the modelling data from Tinis,
a Haswell-based cluster (400×E5-2630 v3) with a QDR
Infiniband interconnect.
OPlus has been developed such that any unstructured
mesh partitioning algorithm can be integrated and used (e.g.
ParMETIS [33] and PT-Scotch [34]). In this paper we use
the geometric partitioning [35] algorithm built into OPlus
and ParMETIS 3.1 for all model validations; ParMETIS 3.1
Term Definition
Subscripts
g Grind time (loop time divided by total iterations)
p Process identifier
l Loop identifier
L Multigrid level
i Independent elements
h Dependent elements
e Redundant compute elements
Measured
Wg,p,l,L Grind-time per level, per set element in loop
Ni,p,l,L Number of independent set elements in loop.
Nh,p,l,L Number of dependent (halo) set elements in loop
Ne,p,l,L Number of redundant (execute) set elements in loop.
Derived
Rcalls Number of additional calls caused by restrict.
Pcalls Number of additional calls caused by prolong.
I
post
L
Calls caused by npost input parameter on level L.
I
pre
L
Calls caused by npre input parameter on level L.
Icrs
L
Calls caused by ncrs input parameter on level L.
Istart
L
Calls caused by nstart input parameter on level L.
Wp,l,L Walltime per process, per loop, per level.
Wmg Total runtime of the multigrid solver.
Cl,L Communication cost for loop l per level.
Table II: Description of model terms.
for the simulated partitioning; and, METIS 5.1.0 and Scotch
6.0.4 for all serial partitioning.
IV. RUNTIME MODEL FOR MULTIGRID APPLICATIONS
We first present the construction of further analytical
equations, which describe HYDRA’s function invocations.
We then show how these new equations operate with the
original model. Additionally, we show how the new analyti-
cal equations can easily be adapted to allow for runtime pre-
dictions when using other types of multgrid cycle, thereby
increasing the applicability of the model. The modelling
terms used throughout this section and others are defined
in Table II.
A. Model of Solver Steps
HYDRA’s smooth routine invokes a number of solver iter-
ations. These depend on HYDRA’s current position in the
multigrid cycle (labelled in Figure 1) and directly affect the
total number of solver steps. To parameterise the model, we
work through HYDRA’s source code from both the solver
and Runge-Kutta loop bounds to the input deck, and in doing
so we identify the following parameters ncrs, npre, npost,
ncycles (see Table I) as influencing the loop bounds.
To aid the development of equations for the number
of solver iterations (per multigrid level) in terms of these
parameters, we collect a trace of solver iteration events
and the multigrid level they originate from. We plot this
trace in Figure 1(a) and use it as a guide for further code
inspection, by creating a mapping between events in the trace
and HYDRA’s source code.
The first feature we discuss from Figure 1(a) are the
initial 11 iterations on the first level of the multigrid (solver
iteration events 1 and 2). Through experimentation with the
input deck and code inspection, it was found that the first
10 of these events can be attributed to the nstart parameter.
The extra event is a separate feature, in which an additional
iteration of the inner loop is performed only when restricting.
This leads directly to Equation 1, where nstart is simply
multiplied by the number of inner loop iterations (nrk), and
to this, a single addition iteration is added.
Istart
1
= nstart × nrk + 1 (1)
The second feature we discuss from Figure 1(a) is event
10. We single this feature out next as it does not appear
at the beginning of the previous V-Cycle (solver iteration
event 2). Code inspection reveals that these events are
dictated by npre. Given the information that these events
occur at the beginning of every V-Cycle, we can construct
Equation 2. The second half of the equation deals with
the single additional iteration while restricting – both ×1
terms, while unneeded, are left in to ensure a 1-to-1 mapping
between the two halves of Equation 2 for readability.
I
pre
1
= ((ncycles − 2)× npre × nrk)
+((ncycles − 2)× 1× 1)
(2)
Next we examine the events which occur on levels 2 and 3
of the V-Cycle, for both prolongation and restriction. Code
inspection reveals that the number of iterations are dictated
by npost and as is the case with Equations 1 and 2, the
additional iteration which occurs while prolonging must be
accounted for.
I
post
2,3 = (((ncycles − 1)× npost × 2)× nrk)
+(((ncycles − 1)× 1)× 1)
(3)
Finally, we examine those events which occur on the final
level of the multigrid: events 7 and 16 in Figure 1(a). These
occur once per V-Cycle, therefore the equation is:
Icrs
4
= (ncycles − 1)× ncrs × nrk (4)
It should be noted that Equations 1-4, given an input deck,
will predict the invocation count of iflux. The call count of
the other functions (e.g. vflux) is dealt with by modelling
their percentage of invocations relative to iflux.
B. Model Integration
We integrate Equations 1-4 bottom up, into the existing
model to provide a fully analytical description of HYDRA’s
computation. We refer the reader to the existing performance
modelling paper for the equations for communication time
(Cl,L), restrict (Rcalls) and prolong (Pcalls) as these equations
remain unchanged [10].
Equation 5 describes how the different types of compute
(independent, halo and execute) and the communication are
combined into a single walltime. To model communication-
computation overlap, the larger of the independent compute
and communication time is taken, and added to this, the
compute which cannot be overlapped at all. This equation
can easily be adjusted to produce a prediction where overlap
is not assumed to occur, by replacing the maximum function
with a summation.
Wp,l,L =max(Ni,p,l,L ×Wg,l,L, Cl,L)
+ (Nh,p,l,L +Ne,p,l,L)×Wg,p,l,L
(5)
Finally, the runtime of all the loops on each level of the
multigrid are summed to give the predicted runtime for the
solver (Equation 6).
Wmg =
X
l
X
L
max
p∈P
(Wp,l,L)× IL (6)
C. Generalisation to W-Cycles
V-Cycles are not the only pattern by which multigrid solvers
can transition between levels, and in this section we show
how to apply the process used in Section IV-A for W-Cycles,
lending weight to the processes applicability to arbitrary
cycle types. As before we plot a trace of the code, but while
performing W-Cycles (Figure 1(b)).
We first notice that the non-repeating features in Fig-
ure 1(b) (solver iteration event 1), and the frequency of
steps caused by npre are the same as for the V-Cycle case,
therefore we can reuse Equations 1 and 2. We then identify
where a single cycle terminates (solver iteration event 21 in
Figure 1(b) and construct equations for the remaining levels
of the multigrid.
We introduce Equations 7 and 8 which are similar to
Equations 3 and 4 but parameterised to allow operation with
multiple cycle types.
I
post
2,3 = (((ncycles − 1)×O
post
2,3 × npost)× nrk)
+(((ncycles − 1)×O
additional
2,3 × 1)× 1)
(7)
Icrs
4
= (ncycles − 1)×O
crs
4
× ncrs × nrk (8)
Where Ocrs
4
, O
post
2
, O
post
3
, Oadditional
2
and Oadditional
3
equal
4, 3, 6, 2 and 4 respectively for a W-Cycle and 1, 2, 2, 1 and
1 respectively for a V-Cycle. By making these improvements
to the model it can support multiple cycle types (e.g. W-
Cycle and V-Cycle) and a variable number of Runge-Kutta
iterations. As a side effect of creating analytical equations
representing the multigrid cycles rather than relying on a
code skeleton, the model’s time to prediction has improved
by ≈22× when predicting for 504 cores, and will likely
improve the time to prediction at much larger scale.
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V. ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE MODEL DETAIL
We first identify and extend the performance model to
include three additional runtime costs: the compute and
communication time for all 300+ loops in the code base,
the time taken to pack/unpack data from the MPI buffers
in OPlus, and separate performance data for each region
of compute. Second, we validate these changes to the
performance model over 1,024 cores by presenting the effect
each adjustment has on the model’s error. We further validate
the performance model when using ParMETIS, rather than
a geometric partitioning algorithm to partition the Rotor37
input deck. Finally, we report the performance model’s
accuracy over 1,008 cores when using data collected from
an Ivybridge-based cluster (ARCHER).
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A. Region Grind-time Data
OPlus partitions HYDRA’s compute into three different
regions, independent, halo and execute. For each of these
element types the access pattern varies, which is reflected
in the timing information. The compute time (per element)
for dependent elements compared to independent elements
is 60.72% and 142.45% larger for vflux and iflux re-
spectively. Without using separate timing information for the
different regions a consistent under-prediction in compute
time is observed (average of 19.12%). However, when the
performance model is primed with separate timing infor-
mation for each region then the model error is reduced (see
Figure 2) to a consistent average under-prediction of 12.69%.
The analytical model is generalised to support these re-
gional grind times by introducing three new terms: Wg,i,l,L,
Wg,h,l,L and Wg,e,l,L for the independent, halo and execute
regions respectively. After making this adjustment Equa-
tion 5 becomes Equation 9.
Wp,l,L =max(Ni,p,l,L ×Wg,i,l,L, Cl,L)
+ (Nh,p,l,L ×Wg,h,l,L +Ne,p,l,L
×Wg,e,l,L)
(9)
B. Complete Loop Coverage
HYDRA consists of over 300 nested loops of which a subset
are used by any given dataset; due to this large number
of loops, using automated instrumentation tools is essential.
We developed such tools to cope with the specifics of the
code base which existing tools were unable to deal with
(e.g. FORTRAN77 and nested loops). Naturally, full code
coverage gives us increased model accuracy because we have
a more complete view of HYDRA’s performance. Also, it
future proofs the performance model against new datasets
which may exercise other regions of the code.
With the addition of performance data from all loops in
HYDRA the runtime performance model’s under-prediction
reduces from an average of 12.69% to 4.79% (see Figure 2).
Both the complete loop coverage and the use of detailed
compute data, reduces the compute error by approximately
10% at all measured scales in Figure 2. Even with complete
loop coverage there is still an error in compute time; we
suspect this is due to the modelling assumption that compute
time per edges/node is the same across all processes which
is not often the case.
Additionally we incorporate buffer pack/unpack cost into
the performance model, after which the model’s total under-
prediction is reduced from an average of 24.76% to 8.56%
and at most 12.63% (see Figure 3).
We additionally validated the runtime performance model
with the aforementioned details on up to 1,008 cores of
ARCHER, an Ivybridge-based (E5-2697 v2) Cray XC30,
with a Cray Aires interconnect. This demonstrates the
model’s applicability across multiple generations of hard-
ware. We observed a maximum error of 4.72% but for
brevity we do not present a detailed validation here.
C. Performance Model Validation (ParMETIS)
In Figure 4 we plot the total runtime, max compute time and
pack/unpack time for both predicted and actual executions
when using ParMETIS as the partitioning algorithm. The
errors for total runtime, max compute time and pack/unpack
costs are on average 8.65%, 4.09% and 5.23% respectively.
The compute error consistently under-predicts and the
error is neither increasing or decreasing with scale, but fluc-
tuates between under-predictions of 8.37% and 1.43%. This
under-prediction and fluctuation can be partially explained
by a deviation from one of our modelling assumptions: the
Wg values are similar across all processes for a given OPlus
loop, multigrid level and compute region. This is not true
as different processes have different access patterns, due to
the nature of unstructured mesh codes.
This broken assumption manifests itself as a problem
in the performance model when an average, maximum or
minimum Wg is used to approximate the compute cost,
as the model will always predict that the most expensive
processes is the one with the most elements to process.
From Figure 5 we can see that this assumption leads to an
under-prediction (except for at 320 processes) when using
the average Wg and an over-prediction when using the
maximum Wg . For the predictions in this paper we use an
average over the top 50% largest Wg values as this is more
representative of the compute costs on the critical path.
The pack and unpack error fluctuates between under-
predicting and over-predicting. However, for the most part
the absolute error is very low (less than 3 seconds for runs
larger than 128 processes). Further investigation is required
to identify the remaining sources of error, specifically at
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Figure 5: Percentage error of Wg calculation techniques for
max edge compute.
lower core counts, where the runtime prediction is over-
predicting 50.32 seconds and under-predicting 23.32 seconds
for runs with 16 and 64 processes respectively.
The compute under-prediction leads to an under-
prediction of the total runtime as this is the dominant cost.
We observe errors between 2.68% and 11.55%. This vali-
dation demonstrates the performance model’s effectiveness
at predicting runtime when using alternative partitioning
algorithms.
VI. SET AND HALO SIZE GENERATION
Typically in order for an analytical model to provide a
runtime prediction, the size of the dataset (i.e. number of
nodes, edges, cells) and message sizes must be known for
a given process count. In the case of a structured mesh
these sizes can be obtained using basic algebra, but for
unstructured meshes these sizes depend on the partitioning
algorithm (e.g. ParMETIS) and halo exchange strategies.
Previously this data was collected empirically from
HYDRA, but this approach becomes impractical for large
process counts as vast amounts of hardware are required.
This limits the performance model’s capacity to predict
HYDRA’s scaling behaviour. We develop and validate two
applications to solve this limitation: one for driving the
partitioning algorithm, and one for computing the set and
halo sizes (the latter will henceforth be referred to as
“Moses”). With these applications we can more readily
explore different approaches (e.g. simulation, alternative
partitioning algorithms, serialisation of code) to collecting
partitioning information for use in runtime predictions.
We continue this section by describing the purpose of
these applications, followed by validating the partitioning
data generated from Moses. Finally we use the data gener-
ated by Moses to predictively compare the effect of different
partitioning algorithms on HYDRA’s runtime.
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Figure 6: Impact of partitioning data source on model.
A. Partitioning Mini-Driver and Mini-Application
We develop a mini-driver (a framework for running specific
application routines with test data), which exists to perform
four tasks: 1) read in the mesh files used by HYDRA for
each level of the multigrid; 2) manipulate the mesh files into
a form usable by the chosen partitioning algorithm; 3) invoke
the partitioning algorithm; and, 4) store the resultant parti-
tioning in a standard form, so Moses, which is responsible
for computing the halo and set sizes, can operate with any
chosen partitioning algorithm. This standard form is a set
of tuples, which map nodes to the identifier of the partition
they belong to.
To ensure the mini-driver’s correctness we compare the
arguments to our chosen partitioning library (in this case
ParMETIS) when called from HYDRA against the argu-
ments used in the mini-driver and ensure they are identical.
Collecting usable partition data is only the start of the halo
and set generation process; OPlus uses this data to partition
the remaining sets and form the halos.
We develop Moses which mimics the process by which
OPlus uses the partitioning data to generate all other size
data: the size of all sets in use by the CFD simulation
(e.g. edges, nodes, faces); the number of elements which
can be updated before and after communication; and, the
size of the halos to communicate. To develop a fully rep-
resentative version would be prohibitively time consuming,
so we choose build a simplified version adding only the
major detail; we select this detail based upon the largest
contributors to runtime.
Using Moses and the mini-driver we are able to generate
partitioning information for up to 100,000 cores, which is
usable by the runtime performance model.
B. Validation
We first quantify the level of detail included in Moses by
performing a comparison between actual runtime, runtime
predictions made using partitioning data generated by Moses
and predictions made using partitioning data collected em-
pirically from HYDRA (Figure 6). Additionally, we plot a
runtime prediction using a variant of the partitioning model
used by Mathis et al. [36], where the set and halo sizes are
approximated to the structured mesh case. We use this plot
as a baseline for runtime accuracy that can be achieved when
using a simple partitioning model.
From Figure 6 we can immediately see the large er-
ror (46.94%) in runtime that using the structured mesh
approximation induces compared to using the empirically
collected partitioning data. Whereas the runtime prediction
made using the partitioning data generated by Moses differs
by at most 7.31%. If we also examine the predicted parallel
efficiencies when using both the structured mesh approxi-
mation and the data generated from Moses we find that the
former indicates a near perfect efficiency across all ranks,
but the latter is in line with the empirically predicted effi-
ciency: an average parallel efficiency of 0.70 when using the
empirically collected partition data and a parallel efficiency
0.69 when using the partitioning data generated by Moses.
These results would indicate that using the data generated
by Moses affords more runtime performance model accuracy
than using the structured mesh data.
From the breakdown of predicted runtime costs (compute,
communication, synchronisation, pack and unpack time) we
identify the two reasons why the structured mesh approxima-
tion fails to give an accurate prediction: 1) it underpredicts
the amount of data to be sent between ranks, resulting in
a lower predicted communication time and lower pack and
unpack times; and 2) the lack of load imbalance reduces the
cost of synchronisation on each process.
While the data generated using Moses is more represen-
tative than that from the structured mesh approximation,
there are still sources of error. To identify these we compare
the set and halo sizes generated by HYDRA directly with
those generated by Moses. We find that while the set sizes
generated for the first level of the multigrid are of low error
(0% for edges and ≈6% for nodes) this error increases up
the multigrid to ≈24% and ≈35% for nodes and edges
respectively. However, the upper levels of the multigrid
account for a diminishing amount of the total runtime and
therefore these errors have a minimal effect on predicted
runtime error. We reserve combating this remaining error
for future work.
C. Predictive Analysis of Partitioning Algorithms
Next we demonstrate the use of the runtime performance
model in conjunction with Moses to perform a predictive
comparison of the effect varying partitioning algorithms
have on HYDRA’s runtime, for a given dataset (Rotor37)
at varying scales (16-30,000 processes). Specifically we are
considering the trade-off between load balancing the sets
present in HYDRA (nodes and edges) and the amount of
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Figure 7: Predicted effect of partitioning algorithm on HYDRA’s runtime and the speedup from using ParMETIS over a
geometric partitioning.
communication/pack and unpack costs. We prime the per-
formance model with compute data from a single scale (16
processes), as we are not considering memory behaviours.
Figure 7 contains a comparison of partitioning algorithms,
however due to several current limitations we are not able
to collect the complete range (16-30,000) of data for all
partitioning algorithms used in this work. We are only able
to collect data for up to 1,024 partitions for the geometric
partitioning algorithm as we currently lack an implementa-
tion outside of HYDRA with which to prime the mini-driver.
Additionally we are only able to collect partitioning data
from ParMETIS for up to 2,000 partitions as simulations
take in the order of weeks to complete. Finally, METIS is
unable to partition the dataset into 30,000 parts.
From Figure 7, we can see that the geometric parti-
tioning algorithm is able to produce a partitioning with a
comparable or lower predicted maximum compute when
compared to the other partitioning algorithms, however it
makes no consideration as to the communication time. This
omission manifests itself primarily as increased time spent
packing and unpacking elements for communication – 1.35×
and 1.92× larger at 16 and 1,024 processes respectively
when compared to ParMETIS (the next worst performing
partitioning algorithm in terms of these costs). However,
both the Scotch and METIS partitioning libraries manage the
trade-off between costs as they take into account the number
of edges cut, which is a proxy for communication time.
This leads to predicted runtimes which are at most 1.2×
better (predicted speedup of using METIS over a geometric
partitioning at 1,024 cores).
Also from Figure 7, we can see that METIS consistently
performs better than its parallel variant (ParMETIS) across
all scales for both max compute time, and pack and unpack
cost, this leads to a predicted performance improvement of
up to 1.1× (at 512 cores). This performance improvement
does not appear to diminish with scale.
This predictive analysis has delivered three observations,
1) Scotch and METIS are the better choice of partitioning
algorithm when compared to ParMETIS and the geometric
partitioning algorithm; 2) the serial variant of ParMETIS
produces consistently better partitions than ParMETIS itself;
and, 3) the geometric partitioning invokes reduced perfor-
mance in HYDRA runs of greater than 512 processes due
to increasing buffer pack and unpack costs. These predictive
observations will direct the authors to invest the time to
integrate the feature to read in pre-generated partitions into
HYDRA. Especially those from Scotch and PT-Scotch, the
former to see if the performance improvements at small
scale hold and the latter to determine if PT-Scotch is out
performed by its serial variant.
We validate observation 3) in Figure 7 by plotting
the predicted and actual percentage runtime speedup of
HYDRA when using the geometric partitioning algorithm
over ParMETIS to partition the input deck. Figure 7 shows
that the runtime performance model in conjunction with
Moses accurately predicts the downfall of the geometric
partitioning algorithm at 512 and 1024 processes. Indicating
that this partitioning algorithm is not suitable for anything
but small scale runs when using the Rotor37 dataset.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have developed a general analytical model
for a multigrid code which supports multiple cycle types, a
variable number of Runge-Kutta iterations and an arbitrary
number of loops. These additions have increased the number
of input decks the performance model is applicable to.
We have validated additional performance costs on up
to 1,024 cores of a Haswell-based cluster, using both a
geometric partitioning algorithm and ParMETIS to partition
the input deck, with a maximum absolute error of 12.63%
and 11.55% respectively.
We have developed Moses, which is able to convert
partitioning data from multiple algorithms (Scotch, METIS,
ParMETIS) at varying scale (up to 30,000 cores) into data
usable by our runtime performance model. We show that
runtime predictions made using this data have a runtime
error of at most 7.31% over 512 processes, when compared
against predictions made with empirically collected parti-
tioning data.
Finally, we have demonstrated the use of Moses in con-
junction with the runtime performance model by comparing
the effect of several different partitioning algorithms on
HYDRA’s runtime. We concluded from this analysis that
priming HYDRA with partitioning data from Scotch is worth
investigating due its consistent predicted performance advan-
tage (maximum of 1.21×) over ParMETIS. Additionally, we
predicted and validated the result that the geometric parti-
tioning algorithm caused reduced performance in HYDRA
at 512 and 1024 processes when compared with ParMETIS.
A. Further Work
We will seek to improve Moses and the performance model
by 1) decreasing Moses’ error in runtime (7.31%) by im-
proving the accuracy of the set and halo size predictions on
the highest levels of the multigrid; 2) increasing the scale at
which Moses is able to generate set and halo data (beyond
100,000 and towards 1,000,000 partitions); 3) extending
Moses to support other unstructured mesh applications; and,
4) increasing the scale (past 1024 processes) at which the
performance model has been validated.
Next, we intend to act upon the results from the predictive
analysis of a partitioning algorithm’s effect on HYDRA’s
runtime. First we shall extend HYDRA’s partitioning process
such that it is able to read in the mesh partitioning data from
serial algorithms, and second run a performance analysis
to determine if the effect of these partitions on HYDRA’s
runtime matches the predicted effect.
Lastly, we intend to predictively and empirically analyse
the effect of different partitioning algorithms on HYDRA’s
runtime when using a variety of datasets, as we plan to use
the runtime performance model to examine the continued
effectiveness of these algorithms as new datasets are brought
into use.
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